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         Carousels, those delightful spinning rides found 

at amusement parks and fairs, have been captivating 

people of all ages for generations. Their colorful, 

ornate designs and whimsical music create an 

atmosphere of joy and nostalgia. But did you know

that carousels also have a rich history and fascinating 

engineering behind their enchanting facades? Let's

Carousels

        The word "carousel" is believed to have originated from the Italian word

"carosello," which means "little war." In medieval Europe, knights would engage in 

mock battles and horsemanship exercises on a rotating platform to hone their 

combat skills. Over time, these exercises evolved into entertainment for the general

public, and the concept of the carousel was born.

take a closer look at these whirling wonders of fun and history.

Origin of Carousels

        The early carousels were quite di!erent from the ones we see today. They 

didn't feature the colorful, hand-painted animals or the ornate decorations we 

associate with carousels. Instead, they had wooden horses suspended from chains, 

and riders would attempt to spear a ring with a lance as they rode past. These early 

carousels were powered by human or animal e!ort, usually involving people 

pushing the platform around in a circle.

Early Carousels
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Carousels

        The late 19th and early 20th centuries marked the golden age of carousels in 

the United States. Skilled carvers and artisans created intricate wooden animals 

and ornate decorations that adorned these rides. The most famous carousel carvers 

of this era include Charles Loo�, C.W. Parker, and Gustav Dentzel. Their handcrafted 

creations are now considered valuable works of art.

The Golden Age of Carousels

        Modern carousels are powered by electric motors, which ensure a smooth and 

consistent rotation. The animals are typically made of wood and are attached to a 

platform that moves up and down as well as in a circle. This up-and-down motion 

simulates the sensation of riding a real horse, adding to the thrill for young and old 

riders alike.

Carousel Mechanics

        One of the most enchanting aspects of carousels is the music that 

accompanies them. Carousels are equipped with mechanical organs or band 

organs that play cheerful tunes, creating a whimsical atmosphere. In addition to 

music, carousels are often adorned with thousands of sparkling lights that come 

to life as the sun sets, adding to their magical allure.

Music and Lights
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Carousels

        Many antique carousels have been lovingly restored and preserved for future 

generations to enjoy. Museums and historic sites across the country showcase 

these beautifully crafted works of art. Some carousel enthusiasts even dedicate 

their lives to researching and documenting the history of these rides.

Preserving Carousel History

        While carousels hold a special place in history, they continue to bring joy to 

people of all ages today. The simple pleasure of riding a carousel, reaching for the 

brass ring (if available), and feeling the wind in your hair is an experience that 

transcends generations.

The Joy of Riding

        In conclusion, carousels are not just delightful amusement park rides; they 

are also a fascinating window into history and engineering. As you take your next

spin on a carousel, remember you're not only enjoying a fun ride but also

experiencing a piece of living history that has been enchanting people for

centuries. So, hop on, grab the brass ring, and enjoy the whirling wonder of the

carousel!
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Carousels

2) What were the early carousels like, and what did people do on them?

3) How are modern carousels powered, and what is the purpose of the up-and

-down motion of the animals?

1) How did the transition from knights using carousels for combat training to

public entertainment occur?
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Carousels

5) Who are some of the famous carousel carvers from the golden age of carousels 

in the United States?

a) Walt Disney and Steven Spielberg

b) Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo

c) Charles Loo�, C.W. Parker, and Gustav Dentzel

d) Thomas Edison and Alexander Graham Bell

4) What is the role of carousel music in enhancing the carousel experience?
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